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The university students have different role with junior or high school students, they are absolutely having more mature personality, both in physiology and psychology. In this case, researcher found problem that happened university student in four grade of psychology faculty, State Islamic University Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang. Although they have high Confidence but they also have different type of personality. This mature personality can be seen from the readiness of students in programming their future perfectly, including the maturity of their skill in finishing their school assignments, they can control the emotion and do not act impulsively.

The aim of this research is to know the level of Self Confidence public speaking and to know the type of Big Five personality student in four grade of psychology faculty in State Islamic University Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang. Beside that, this research is also aimed to know the relation between Type Big Five personality with Self Confidence public speaking university student in four grade of psychology faculty, State Islamic University Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang. This study uses quantitative methods. Population of research subjects amounted to 191 and respondents 76 selected by using random sampling. In data collection, researchers using the scale method and is equipped with interviews, observation, documentation. The data analysis using linear regression analysis techniques, with the help of SPSS version 15.0 for Windows.

The results of research conducted, it is known that Self Confidence public speaking student in six grade of psychology faculty, State Islamic University of MALIKI Malang majority in high category, and the percentage is 75.0%. Given also that personality Extraversion and the percentage is 20%, Agreeableness and the percentage is 16%, Neuroticism and the percentage is 21%, Openness to Experience and the percentage is 25%, Conscientiousness and the percentage is 18%, the university students is dominant have personality type Openness to Experience is gotten from z-scor they are 19 people with prosentase 25%. Given also that type personality Agreeableness (r_x,y=0,176; sig 0,065> 0.05), Neuroticism (r_x,y= -0,059; sig 0,305> 0.05), Openness to experiences (r_x,y= -0,094; sig 0,210> 0.05) did not affect the Self Confidence public speaking student in four grade of psychology faculty, State Islamic University of Maliki Malang. while two personalities extraversion (r_x,y= -0,212; sig 0,033 < 0.05), Conscientiousness (r_x,y= -0,196; sig 0,045> 0.05) affect the Self Confidence public speaking student in four grade of psychology faculty, State Islamic University of Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang.